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 berg, at present U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., and formerly a Justice of
 the Supreme Court, has done well to remind us recently that international
 law is more than a batch of prohibitory rules. It has also an affirmative
 aspect. It is essentially an ordering technique for achieving certain values
 common to mankind. To be sure, non-intervention and stability rank
 high among these : but so do justice and human dignity and civil liberties.

 'The fly in outer space9: the Soviet Union
 and the anti-ballistic missile

 JOHN ERICKSON

 In his recent testimony before the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Com-
 mittee, Professor Kennan was apparently inclined to rate the Soviet
 decision to proceed with the development and the partial deployment of
 an anti-ballistic missile (ABM) defence system as unwise, a comment
 which seemed to chide rather than to condemn. Certainly at first sight
 purchasing only a sliver of security at the price of a possible spurt in the
 strategic arms-race does appear to be a questionable move; yet from the
 Soviet side the situation is the product of a certain logic, no small amount
 of which derives from eliminating the illogicalities of the final period of
 Mr Khrushchev's rule. For some, the Soviet commitment to the ABM
 is merely the well-known syndrome of Soviet strategy, 'defence-minded-
 ness', a factor indeed in the Soviet outlook, but so gratifyingly simple an
 explanation hardly corresponds to all the nuances and implications of
 the post- Khrushchev 'reconstructionist' military policies.

 The terms of this 'reconstruction', for such since 1964 it has been,
 merit some inspection. Not that the fundamental frame of reference for
 Soviet strategy has been recast: it remains what it was, a concept of war-
 waging based on a combination of offensive and defensive capabilities
 (in contrast to the U.S. strategy of war-deterrence based on an over-
 whelming offensive capability, 'assured destruction capability', as Mr
 McNamara defines it). There have been, however, shifts in some
 directions, involving modifications in doctrine and differentiation in
 capabilities. By attacking what was called 'one- variant war', and by im-
 proving both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the Soviet

 Mr Erickson is Reader in the Department of Government, University of Man-
 chester ; author of The Soviet High Command: a military-political history, 191 8-41
 (London, Macmillan, 1962).
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 strategic missile arsenal, the Soviet command has moved away from 'total
 deterrence* (Soviet threats of 'massive retaliation* which were losing both
 their credibility and their utility, a point the Chinese were quick to
 emphasize to Moscow's cost) and the 'minimum deterrence* which might
 have satisfied Mr Khrushchev as he cut the corners of cost but which

 failed to convince the military that it would work (work, that is, in the
 context of actual war- waging, or, to put it another way, if this 'deterrence*
 failed). Credibility, therefore, was and is a major issue, and in this con-
 nection Soviet review of the escalation factor is important; no longer is
 there rigid insistence that escalation would be automatic, but instead the
 recognition - publicly affirmed - that the use of nuclear weapons might
 be conditional, that 'limited war* might develop and for such a commit-
 ment the Soviet Union should prepare. Thus the Soviet command dis-
 engages itself deliberately from commitment to 'one- variant war*, moves
 towards 'flexible response' of a kind, and therefore reinforces credibility
 by giving notice of commitment not merely at the topmost rung of war-
 waging but also at intermediate levels - 'all-out', unlimited war and
 'limited' war. In short, by moving towards a form of 'flexible response*,
 the Soviet command is extricating itself from the ambiguities and the
 damaging inconsistencies of a deterrence position whose credibility was
 eroding. 'Total deterrence' was in a number of senses obsolete : 'minimum
 deterrence' was at best unsatisfactory, at worst downright dangerous.
 'Nuclear fetishism' was what Peking, with its propaganda guns trained
 on Moscow, chose to call it; now the Russians have moved out ofthat line
 of fire, or so they might calculate.

 This abandonment of ideas of automatic escalation has been accom-

 panied by a recognition of the potential importance of new areas of con-
 flict, local conflicts in peripheral areas - 'struggles for national libera-
 tion', Vietnam- type conflagrations spread in Asia (or Africa, or Latin
 America). The doctrine of automatic escalation has also been revised in
 relation to such 'national-liberation struggles' ; of equal importance is the
 intensified Soviet effort to improve its capability for 'theatre warfare' -
 the reappearance of the Soviet marines, discussion of long-range trans-
 portation facilities, amphibious landing operations.1 This type of 'flexi-
 bility', the kind shown by the Americans in Vietnam (and tested out by
 them under operational conditions), is at present a matter of great interest
 to the Soviet command. The implications of all this go rather deep,
 affecting not only ideas of deterrence but also counter-deterrence, the
 two ways of exploiting military power short of actual war. Obviously the
 Soviet command would wish to 'stretch' its counter-deterrence as far as

 possible. Mr Khrushchev stretched it repeatedly until it virtually

 1 See Thomas W. Wolfe, 'Trends in Soviet Thinking on Theater Warfare and
 Limited War*, in The Military 'Technical Revolution: Its Impact on Strategy and
 Foreign Policy (ed. J. Erickson) (New York, Praeger, 1966), pp. 52-80.
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 snapped, the most spectacular débâcle being the Cuban missile crisis,
 though all the way from the Quemoy-Matsu crisis (1958) to North Viet-
 nam these counter-deterrent threats enjoyed diminishing credibility.
 Clearly the reconstitution of the credibility of Soviet counter-deterrence
 is urgent, though yet again this bumps into adjustments made in the doc-
 trine of automatic escalation which simultaneously augmented and
 diminished credibility. From this point of view, the ambiguities of the
 later Khrushchev period have been replaced by yet another set.

 The effect of the reconstruction policies on the Soviet strategic arsenal
 has been both quantitative and qualitative (with the latter perhaps of
 greater significance): the two 'significant' changes underlined by Mr
 McNamara for the past year are the increased rate of 'hardening* ICBM
 launching installations and the deployment of an ABM system. This cor-
 responds generally to an outlook which casts its war-waging strategy in
 terms of offensive capability and 'active defence', one additional measure
 of which is apparently the establishment of new, distinctive 'military-
 political organs' to run the Soviet Union in the event of nuclear war and
 so described by Major-General Zemskov.2

 The Soviet armed forces, organized along the lines of their 'missions'
 or specific functions, fall into four main groupings: the strategic deter-
 rence force (ICBMs, fleet ballistic missiles), the strategic offensive force
 (the Long-Range Air Force, strategic airborne or amphibious forces),
 the strategic defence forces (ABM defence, the 'aid defence command'),
 and theatre forces (ground troops, air and naval support). Numerically
 they present this appearance:8

 Russian U.S.

 ICBMs +34° 934
 Submarine-launched missiles (SLBMs) +130 624
 IRBMs, MRMs (medium-range) 750
 Long-range bombers up to 200 over 600
 Medium-range bombers 1,200

 This represents some shaving down of the U.S. 4 : 1 numerical superiority
 (a superiority which is 2:1 in terms of megatonnage, Soviet warheads
 running higher up the scale, from 10-30 megaton). The second-genera-
 tion Soviet ICBMs (forming the bulk of present strength) have storable
 liquid fuels and thus lend themselves more easily to protection through
 'hardened' sites. In addition to these qualitative improvements, the re-
 construction period can point to the virtual doubling of Soviet land-based
 ICBM strength (from + 15° in 1964 to well over 300 now). This signifies

 2 See 'Vazhnyi faktor pobedy v voine' Krasnaya Zvezda, 5 January 1967.
 8 Cf. New Scientist, 9 February 1967, p. 340; Flight International, 2 February

 1967, p. 1 80. Much more detailed information and comparative tables to be found
 in The Military Balance igÔÔ-igôy, The Institute for Strategic Studies, 1966.
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 steady progress rather than any drastic 'crash programme', a policy
 which might be assumed to apply also to the ABM system.

 The results derived from this reconstruction period (what some have
 called the Soviet 'holding operation'), the background against which the
 ABM partial deployment has been introduced, must appear from the
 Soviet side as by no means unsatisfactory: the move towards 'flexible
 response* (away from 'one-variant war') with the attendant augmentation
 of and improvement in the ICBM arsenal aims to enhance the credibility
 of the Soviet deterrent, 'active defence' is pursued through the ABM
 system, and there is the aspect of 'stretching' Soviet counter-deterrence,
 with urgent attention being given to Soviet theatre forces. A decision for
 a partial deployment of an ABM system would make sense within all
 three of these contexts - within Soviet deterrent posture as a whole,
 within 'active defence', and within a 'stretched' counter-deterrence with
 its ABM umbrella at the centre. To put it another way, not to have made
 this decision (assuming certain technological developments) would have
 made less sense. It was also apparently a decision, at least in its pre-
 liminary stages, promulgated very much on terms entirely intrinsic to
 Soviet calculations and requirements, a piece of Soviet strategic intro-
 version conceived about the Soviet-U.S. balance (which is a very un-
 balanced balance) and promoted without overmuch attention to initial
 external responses. In 1964 Major-General Talensky advanced in public
 a Soviet picture of a world with ABM systems,4 or rather a world with a
 Soviet ABM : in substance, he argued that this was a system of 'absolute
 defence', that to call for abstention from it 'in the face of vast stockpiles of
 highly powerful means of attack on the other side' was 'illogical', that an
 effective ABM system would permit the State to 'make its defences
 dependent chiefly on its own possibilities' and not merely upon mutual
 deterrence, 'that is, on the good-will of the other side' As for stepping up
 the arms race, Talensky advanced the argument that even without the
 ABM there could be 'qualitative and quantitative' spurts. Security, he
 submitted, should not be 'dependent only on deterrence'. In short, a
 world of ABM systems will not be less stable and the Soviet world in par-
 ticular will be more secure. In terms of the 'balance', it makes the Soviet
 strategic force, already augmented and improved, less inferior (and a less
 inferior force contributes to more positive counter-deterrence). The
 'balance', therefore, remains of inordinate importance and the ABM a
 means to redress it, an additional means, a reduction of 'dependence' in
 the strategic arena.

 It was in July 1962 that Mr Khrushchev produced his celebrated
 remark about Soviet anti-missile missiles being able to 'hit a fly in outer
 space'. In November 1963 the Red Square parade revealed the weapon,

 4 'Anti-Missile Systems and Disarmament', International Affairs (Moscow),
 October 1964: reprinted in Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists t February 1965, p. 26.
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 the Soviet equivalent of the U.S. Nike- Zens, a two-stage missile with
 jettisonable tandem booster (NATO code-name Griffon). In November
 1964 the Red Square parade brought forth Galosh (NATO code-name),
 publicly described as an ABM, a 50-foot missile concealed in its en-
 vironmental container with its first-stage four nozzles showing at the
 open base, the head of the missile being concealed by a cap or cover. This
 is presumably a multi-stage solid-fuel missile. The present Soviet de-
 ployment of an ABM system round Moscow is based on the Galosh
 missile. The predecessor to the Moscow installation was that round
 Leningrad, the existence of which became more widely known in 1963. It
 was in March 1963 that Marshal Biryuzov, one-time head of the Soviet
 'air defence command', the PVO, became Chief of the Soviet General
 Staff, so that his support for and advocacy of an ABM system would have
 been readily comprehensible. When Marshal Biryuzov was killed in
 October 1964 (in an air crash), Marshal Zakharov took over his post, but
 this does not suggest any grounds for breaking with an ABM commit-
 ment.

 The Galosh missile must be a considerable improvement on the Griffon,
 though the latter's effective zone of altitude was claimed to be between
 20-200 miles; by its configuration, however, Western opinion was in-
 clined to set its 'main preoccupation* with targets at an altitude of 20
 miles.5 For a system actually based on Galosh to be 'effective' in the sense
 that Major- General Telensky defines it, the interception altitude must be
 at least five to ten times that of Griffon (though no doubt the ground
 guidance radar was developed usefully while the experimentation with
 Griffon went on). Galosh must have a very fast response time, it must have
 equally impressive thrust (the sustained thrust for Griffon has been
 mentioned as 500,000 lb,) in order to leap to its target. If Griffon had a
 warhead in the high kiloton range, then Galosh may pack more than
 one megaton. The Soviet choice has evidently been for a nuclear war-
 head (the alternative being for conventional explosive which does not
 on its detonation interfere with radar, as a nuclear detonation at high
 altitude does).8

 In this partial deployment the Russians have apparently opted for 'city
 defence', beginning with their key cities, to judge by Leningrad and
 Moscow (much after the pattern of their installation of the earlier air
 defence system against manned bombers): it is rational also that they
 should deploy to cover the main missile approaches. A city, however, is a
 relatively large area to defend: the defensive installations, the target
 acquisition and discrimination radar, the whole ground guidance, and
 the interceptors are all themselves located at no great distance from the

 5 Cf. 'The Soviet "Anti",' Flying Review International, Vol. 19, No. 8, under
 'Missiles and Rocketry'.

 8 See section 'Anti-Missile Techniques', in Neville Brown, Nuclear War:
 The Impending Strategic Deadlock (London, Pall Mall, 1964), p. 82 ff.
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 area to be defended.7 Soviet 'city defence', if it proceeds along the lines of
 a systematic ABM deployment, could be directed towards complicating
 the targetting choices of a potential attacker, who would be forced to
 choose - knowing that some targets were defended - between large
 targets (defended) and small targets (undefended), yet with no assur-
 ance that limitless or fatal damage could be done by going for undefended
 targets. This may have real meaning for the Russians in terms of 'damage
 limitation', survivability.8

 But just how much 'survivability' do the Russians believe they are
 buying? The defence, in view of the minute margins for error and the
 fantastically complicated problems of intercepting re-entry vehicles (as
 well as 'discriminating' between genuine warheads and decoys), is
 apparently faced with odds heavily weighted against it. The Russians
 have evaluated and tested their own system, tests which reportedly in-
 cluded the 'destruction' of two incoming missiles by one interceptor (a
 possible technological break-through referred to earlier by Mr Mc-
 Namara and one of the issues explored in the Nuclear Test Ban Hearings
 before the U.S. Senate in 1963). Quite what this 'destruction' entails is
 itself a technological profundity, but it focuses attention straightway on
 the nature of the warhead carried by the Soviet ABM ; and since the ban
 on nuclear tests within the atmosphere precludes airborne tests, warhead
 development must be based on what the Russians learned both in their
 final pre-test-ban testing and on subsequent underground tests. The
 1 961-2 tests had brought certain identifiable gains - increase in the abso-
 lute yield of warheads, reduction in the size of the fission triggers ; in
 these tests, Soviet ABM techniques were explored and certainly in-
 vestigated. The Russians would also have learned of the effects of nuclear
 explosions, through ionization, on radar, radar degradation which could
 severely impair missile tracking, effects (including back-lash from one's
 own detonations) to be parried by further attention to the siting of radar
 installations and design of equipment. Here the Nuclear Test Ban Hear-
 ings (U.S. Senate) and 'Investigation of the Preparedness Program'
 (Armed Services Committee) make interesting rereading. According to
 the latter testimony the Soviet tests in 196 1-2 included more tests in the
 less than one megaton range than ever before: the large, multi-megaton
 weapon tests brought to the Russians 'a unique and potentially valuable
 body of data on high yield blast, shock, communications blackout and
 radiation and electromagnetic phenomena which is not available to the
 United States'. The 'complex high altitude operations' undertaken by the

 7 On city defence, see Charles M. Herzfeld, 'BMD and National Security',
 reprinted Survival, March 1966. Also Freeman J. Dyson, 'Defense against
 Ballistic Missiles', Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, June 1964, pp. 12-18.

 8 Discussed in John R. Thomas, 'The Role of Missile Defense in Soviet
 Strategy and Foreign Policy', in The Military-Technical Revolution, op. cit.,
 p. 187 ff.
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 Russians in 196 1-2, 'if properly instrumented', could have provided
 vital data on 'radar blackout and nuclear effects'.9

 Under those 'nuclear effects' may come the secret of the Soviet ABM
 warhead, the 1961-2 high altitude tests having contributed to solving in
 distinctive fashion penetration of the ablative material on an enemy war-
 head with strength sufficient to impair the warhead firing circuit, or pene-
 tration of the warhead shielding (ablative plastic combined with radar-
 absorbent material) to a degree which unhinges the guidance system (or
 both), thus sending an enemy vehicle 'crazy'. One might therefore have
 an ABM designed to intercept at an altitude of over 100 miles, with an
 extensive slant range (thus putting the interception some considerable
 distance from the target) and with a warhead with properties through
 emission capable of crippling (in terms of guidance and destructiveness).
 Meanwhile the Americans propose improvement of warheads which
 will include penetration aids, or new types of warhead - the MBRV
 (Manœuvrable Ballistic Re-entry Vehicle) proposed in 1964 or the MIRV
 (Multiple Individually-targetable Re-entry Vehicle), a warhead with
 sub-warheads, first mentioned as 'Skyburs? and designed to spread
 nuclear explosions over a wide area (such as the 'soft' city areas the
 Russians now seek to protect).10

 A planned ABM defence, based initially on what might be a consider-
 able technological break-through and conceived as 'city defence' (the
 power centres of the Soviet Union), seems to be a cogent Soviet design. It
 is therefore possible to guess that the Soviet command has an estimate of
 how much 'defence' it is buying, or more particularly, what it wants to
 buy. The other Soviet defensive system, 'Blue strip' or 'Blue belt', which
 may involve missile-firing submarines, is separate from this ABM sys-
 tem. An indicator of obvious importance (both for Soviet intentions and
 capabilities) is not only 'active defence' but also 'passive defence', the
 Soviet civil defence programme, particularly a mass shelter effort; the
 role of shelters has been described as 'problematical' in no less a work than
 Marshal Sokolovskii's Military Strategy, while elsewhere emphasis has
 been laid not only on shelters but more upon dispersal and evacuation of
 the civilian population.11 What is perhaps more important as an indicator
 is the recent revelation about new 'organs' to run the country in the event

 9 U.S. Senate, Nuclear Test Ban Hearings, and 'Investigation of the Pre-
 paredness Program* (1963), printed here in Armament and Disarmament: The
 Continuing Dispute, Walter R. Fisher and Richard Dean Burns (Belmont,
 California, Wadsworth, 1964), Chap. 4. I should add my thanks to the scientists
 of the University of Manchester who very kindly talked to me about 'radar black-
 out*, 'nuclear effects*, and related matters.

 10 On the warheads, see Neville Brown, op. cit., p. 85. On MBRV and MIRV,
 see New Scientist, 9 February 1967, and also Flying Review International, Vol. 19,
 No. 12 (on MBRV).

 11 See under 'Civil Defense*, in Thomas W. Wolfe, Soviet Strategy at the Cross-
 roads (Harvard U.P., 1964), p. 196 ff.
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 of nuclear war, indicating possibly a newly revised approach to surviv-
 ability and what to make of it. It might be less population protection and
 more 'administrative-political protection', safeguarding the nucleus of
 the State.

 With the budgetary bulge which the ABM has already produced, the
 Russians, or at least an important section of the leadership, must be con-
 vinced that they are buying more than just a pig in a nuclear poke.
 Exactly what they are buying remains, of necessity, somewhat unclear.
 The best that might be attempted by way of summary is to look at why
 they have taken up this commitment. First, some general considerations :
 1 . an ABM deployment, partial as well as massive, would conform to the

 deterrent requirements of Soviet policy as a whole and to defence
 necessities should 'deterrence* fail;

 2. an ABM deployment would fit some of the requirements of 'stretched*
 counter-deterrence, and indeed it becomes an integral part of the
 Soviet style of 'flexible response';

 3. in terms of war-fighting capabilities, an ABM system, even in limited
 deployment, could augment Soviet survivability, especially if this
 were conceived in terms of protecting the 'power nucleus' ;

 4. as indicated by Major-General Talensky, an 'effective' ABM system
 would reduce Soviet 'dependence' on the 'good-will' of a potential
 enemy and by narrowing the options would limit the freedom of such
 an opponent to select counter-force or counter-city strategies;

 5. the pursuit of the ABM is a move in the strategic power balance in
 favour of the Soviet Union, supplying a possible means to strategic
 superiority (in the event of a unilateral technological break-through)
 or favourable momentum which does not bring any particular danger
 of a spurt in the arms race (though this depends upon acceptance of the
 Soviet view that the ABM is absolutely a defensive weapon, the
 implications of which can be categorically curtailed);

 6. on the other hand, significant Soviet progress with an ABM might
 produce a 'defence lead' with important political consequences, what
 John R. Thomas calls 'a political pay-off' through a down-grading of
 American offensive capabilities (and equally an up-grading of Soviet
 survivability in the context of a protracted conflict);

 7. a numerically smaller (compared to the American) ICBM force,
 though one possessing warheads of very high yield, and an ABM sys-
 tem speedily and widely deployed could be a desirable combination of
 weapon systems, impinging directly on the U.S. ICBM lead and
 eliminating the need for a very large jump in Soviet ICBM strength;

 8. a strategic force which could only inflict damage but in no way in-
 hibit (or prevent) it within or upon the Soviet Union has an obvious
 deficiency which can be overcome only by correction on the 'active
 defence' side; this moreover improves over-all Soviet war-fighting
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 capability if 'deterrence' does not 'deter', while in a non-war situa-
 tion it brings political benefit.
 There are, additionally, other factors which could contribute to the

 attractiveness of the ABM: introduction of it without a 'crash pro-
 gramme' yet bringing a significant gain (military and political) which
 could span several years; by-products like insurance against 'indepen-
 dent deterrents', European or Chinese; an 'umbrella' for Soviet counter-
 deterrence. In general, Soviet expectation of the military-operational
 efficiency and the political utility of a more widely deployed ABM system
 seems to be high. It is, therefore, not a little remarkable that this attain-
 ment has gone largely unsung in the Soviet press at large : the only official
 confirmation of partial deployment the Soviet reader could derive from
 his own press was in January, in Za Rubezhom. This may indicate either
 Soviet caution, the difficulty of publicizing a technological achievement
 of this nature (other than through sweeping phrases, such as 'the fly in
 space') or the intention to unroll the propagandistic wraps only when the
 deployment is more advanced.

 Apparently Soviet opinion does not hold the introduction of the ABM
 to be an act of destabilization. On the contrary, it is intended to 'even up'
 the balance vis-à-vis the 'vast stockpile' held on 'the other side'. It could
 be a very promising combination of weapon systems, from which the
 Russians would take some dissuading. It could be an extremely promising
 military technology, indeed this seems to be the present value put upon
 it; exploitation both successful and rapid could hoist the Soviet forces on
 the way to that superiority, strategic superiority, which military doctrine
 makes mandatory.12 On the other hand, there is much more ground to
 cover: this can scarcely be the closing stage of the divergence between
 military and political views, between minimum deterrence and war-
 fighting capabilities. Certainly the gap has closed a little, but it is early
 days to conclude that Soviet strategy as a whole is being 'militarized'. The
 present 'militarization' may be due predominantly to the present cir-
 cumstances of the leadership, where military counsel carries greater
 weight than was the case under Mr Khrushchev. There has been move-
 ment from 'minimum deterrence', though no radical shift. There is no
 evidence that this is the prelude to some inordinately ambitious political
 strategy. It could reflect a more sombre view of 'good-will', but above all
 it appears as a very much introverted Russian decision, deeply embedded
 in caution, even pessimism, and constructed as an elaborate com-
 promise.

 12 See Part Four, 'Soviet Strategic Choices and their Political Implications' in
 Arnold L. Horelick and Myron Rush, Strategic Power and Soviet Foreign Policy
 (Chicago U.P., 1966).

 For further background on post-Khrushchev military policies, see * Détente, de-
 terrence, and "military superiority"; a Soviet dilemma* by the present writer, in
 The World Today, August 1965.
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